RADIO AND COVID19

CONNECTING
WITH
CANADIANS
March 2020

The coronavirus pandemic has forced businesses to think and
act differently about how they work and how they
communicate with employees and customers.
In order for broadcasters and marketers to respond
appropriately, it’s important to understand how Canadians
are feeling.
The following provides highlights from Maru Canada’s March
16 to 20th, 2020 report that took a daily look at the evolving
feelings, thoughts, perceptions, and behaviors of consumers
during the first weeks of isolating during COVID-19 pandemic.
Canadians want to connect - Radio is how they can connect
with their community during this time.
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During the week of March 16th Canadians were
united in our feelings of concern and worry.
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Canadians still felt fortunate.
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Not surprising, it’s the economy that had Canadians concerned from coast to coast.
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Ability to purchase the products I need was a leading concern among Canadians in the week of
March 16.
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More than 50% of Canadians said ”they don’t think life will ever be the same, after the virus”.
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Men and Women have different feelings.
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Most Canadians wanted to hear from brands, but in a meaningful way.
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66%

28%
16%

Listen to podcasts

24%
23%

Using the internet*

Using social media

17%

Using moblie apps*

16%

8%

Watch TV

44%

Using the internet*

43%
31%

Using social media

19%

Using moblie apps*
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28%
17%

Using the internet*

Using social media

13%

Using moblie apps*

12%

7%
57%

Watch TV
28%

Using the internet*
22%

Using moblie apps*

20%

Using social media

Pour relaxer et se
détendre

35%

Listen to AM/FM radio

11%

Listen to podcasts

Pour me remonter
le moral

31%

Watch TV

Listen to AM/FM radio

Listen to podcasts

Pour me garder au courant
des
Nouvelles/actualité/potins

48%

Listen to AM/FM radio
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Pour m’aider à fuire la
pression quotidienne

43%

Watch TV

Listen to AM/FM radio

Listen to podcasts

Pour être diverti

30%

Using social media

Using moblie apps*

Listen to podcasts

70%

39%

Using the internet*

La radio amplifie les émotions

47%

La radio branchée sur les consommateurs 2019 15+ *Excluant les média sociaux

How do brands connect
with Canadians during
these extraordinary times?
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Watch TV

Listen to AM/FM radio

“This moment in time for media
is unprecedented. If we look at
history, we know we lean more
into our communities, our local
broadcast and radio than ever
before to truly understand what
is happening in our community.
This crisis will make people
take notice of the media that
matters in their lives and the
media they can trust.”
– Sarah Thompson, CSO Mindshare Canada

1. Continue to advertise: According to WARC/Millward
Brown, it can take up to 5 years for brands to recover
from “going dark”:
• 76% of Canadians want brands to continue to
communicate with them throughout COVID-19 (Maru
Canada)

2. Place a greater emphasis on emotional campaigns to
build your brand more strongly (Millward Brown/Binet & Field):
• 82% of Canadians believe brands have an enormous
platform to do good, while still earning a profit. (Maru
Canada)

3. Brand building is typically long term but can be adapted
to demonstrate how brands are working for Canadians
now:
• 75% of Canadians want to hear about sales,
discounts, and reduced shipping on items I frequently
purchase. (Maru Canada)
Sources:
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Marketing During a Recession: To
Spend or Not to Spend Millward
Brown 2008

Effectiveness in Context: A Manual for
Brand Building. Binet & Field, Oct 2017

Pierre Bouvard 7 Strategies For An
Uncertain Economy

Canadians are feeling anxious: Radio voices are familiar
and comforting.
Marketers need to be sensitive to consumer’s moods
and needs: Radio has the agility and flexibility to adapt
messaging.
Canadians want timely information: Radio brings
Canadian up-to-the-minute local news and information
from credible and trusted sources.
Most Canadians want to hear from brands: Radio is
always on and flexible, empowering advertisers to
broadcast meaningful messages quickly, efficiently and
affordably.
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